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HEAT
WAVES now simmer
over dead, brown pastures that
were lush in May.* Swirling
dust devils toss the dried litter into
the air. Clouds of dust roll back from
the roads behind every vehicle. Each
morning it seems the corn faces
bravely its unequal struggle. But by
noon the green blades are curling,
shrinking under the merciless rays.
Victory-garden beans and potatoes
are fast yellowing. Cucumber vines
lie seared and prostrate; sweet potatoes have wilted; tomatoes are shedding their bloom. Immature blackberries have dried on the vines. Even
the weeds are stopped without resort
to the hoe.
Like a funeral march is the slow but
inexorable progress of a drought.
Day by day the sun rounds its orbit
unobstructed by the few cumulus
clouds. The atmosphere is but a glass
to focus the sun. Thus men come to
regard cynically as their enemy the
original source of all life and energy.
The hailstorm, the tornado and the
flash-flood are like heart attacks that
wreak their destruction in a few
minutes or hours. The victims survey
the disaster knowing Nature has
loosed her fury and subsided. There
is even comfort in the very finality of
such visitations. Not so a drought—
the cancer of weather hazards—whose
devastation spreads day by day. No
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•Mr. Williford refers to the drought of JulyAug. 1944 in the lower Ohio Valley, Tennessea
and Missouri. His impressions here recorded
were inspired by hundreds of letters he received f r o m listeners to his daily weather
broadcasts over the three radio stations in
Springfield, Mo. This essay vividly expresses
the human interest side of Weather Bureau
work. Published by nermission of Chief, U. S.
Weather Bureau.—Ed.

power can stop it. Comes to mind the
flow of hot lava from Paracutin—the
new volcano that is slowly engulfing
the fertile plains of Michoacan in
southwestern Mexico. So is life
smothered by the march of rainless
days.
Fickle nature tantalizes the farmer.
Hope rises and dies a thousand times
in his breast. For in a drought he
becomes an inveterate optimist. Each
morning and evening and many times
between he scans the sky and sniffs
the breeze for signs of rain. At night
the flash of heat-lightning in the west
revives his spirit, the roll of distant
thunder is sweet organ music to the
ears. With every passing thunderhead he visions a downpour and sees
new life springing from the dusty
earth. The lighest patter of rain
drops on the roof at once restores his
fast vanishing plans for the season.
When it ends quickly in a scant
sprinkle he drops wearily from hope
to dejection.
Again flagging hope is revived
when the weatherman broadcasts that
there are favorable portents in his
morning chart. The citizen may deride the sometimes faulty prognostications but at heart he knows the
weatherman's arch optimism is an
amiable weakness; that the forecaster is a man of large sympathies,
eager to bear the glad tidings his
listeners pray for, pained at the cruel
coquetry of the storm goddess.
Farmers meet only to discuss one
topic uppermost in every mind. War
and politics are secondary. A few
try to conceal their anxiety with
banter. There is always one who
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shakes his head and opines that
"two days like this will finish the
corn". After a month of reprieves
from these portentious daily epigrams
he begins to console himself that at
least the corn will make fodder.
There is something exquisitely melancholy in the victory of drought over
man. If I were a painter seeking to
epitomize this defeat I would try
to find again the ruins of a squatter's
deserted homestead where I once
visited in the great open spaces of
the western Texas "dry-farming" region. What once had been a neat
frame farm house was now a pitiful
wreck. Old beds and chairs were
strewn about. A few yellowed newspapers and magazines lay half-buried
in the dust. Nearby stood a dilapidated windmill tower over what had
long been a life-supporting fount of
water. Beside it was a tank excavation now nearly full of drifted sand.
There were the skeleton remains of
what had been a barn. A nearby Cottonwood held a lone turkey buzzard,
his eye scanning the hot sands and
sagebrush, hoping to scent the carcass of some lonely animal that had
finally given up the ghost while seeking a water hole. Here fields once had
been ploughed in the virgin sod. Here
a man and woman had built a home
and labored with high hopes for the
future. Beaten and defeated by a
relentless western sun, they had
pulled up stakes and retired from the
field, trudging off with a few personal belongings strapped to their
burro, still seeking that far off "gold
mine in the sky".
As the drought wears on the earth
itself reveals its thirst. The hard,
smooth paths beaten by the livestock
in the pastures are now talcum-dusty
and ready to become erosion ditches
when rain finally pours once more.
Cultivated fields grow loose as ashes.
Optimists seeking balm in Gilead say

that the soil gathers nitrogen from
the air and stores it heavily on a dry
year. There'll be another season with
generous rains, they beam, then all
crops will be unusually good.
The so-called never-failing springs
trickle less and less until the last
drop has been exacted. Cisterns and
well have long been dry. The farm
ponds have receded to mud puddles
covered with a thick, green scum at
which lanky cattle and sheep persistently suck. The thirsty earth is
denied even the blessing of nightly
dew.
Cattle become restless wandering
over the range in a vain search for
green grass and cooling waters, their
mouths dusty from nibbling at the few
remaining roots. Late at night their
mournful lowing breaks into the fitful
human slumbers. Even the birds echo
the universal gloom in their morning
songs which lack the inspiration from
green earth and clearing skies after
a shower. Increased swarms of insects — grasshoppers, chinch bugs,
beetles , worms—move in to further
plague the bedevilled farmer.
The spirit of man suffers above all.
As the countryman contemplates the
desolation of his fields he becomes oppressed by an utter sense of futility.
No longer does he go into the field
whistling. He cultivates his sickly
crop apologizing, "I suppose it won't
do any good". Were it but a wind
storm, he would labor mightily to
repair the damage; against the sun
he knows he is helpless, licked.
At last he takes comfort in the news
that other sections are suffering as
badly as his own—misery always loves
company. How poignant his disappointment when his neighbors a few
miles away are blessed with a thundershower that fails to reach his own
land. Little compensation from the
weatherman who explained that the
local summer thunderstorm is usually
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small and ephemeral. In final dispair
he exclaims with Job: "I am as one
mocked of his neighbor who calleth
upon God and He answereth him".
From many weeks of hope deferred
the husbandman may settle into black
despond if he cannot summon a rustic
fatalism proof against the arrows of

outrageous fortune. At this cynical
stage, he exclaims, like an enraged
baseball fan berating his favorite
team when it goes into a slump, "Of
course there'll be no rain, today or
tomorrow or next week. The crops
are gone; we might as well turn the
stock in on them and forget it".
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tronomers are excited by news from
Sweden that Dr. Bengt Edlen has
found a satisfactory solution for the
problem of "coronium"—which they
once thought was an unknown element
causing a strange green line in the
spectrum of the sun's outer shell, its
corona. Dr. Edlen ascribes this and
other mysterious lines to broken
atoms, with many more electrons removed from their shells than anyone
has supposed up to now. His researches indicate that there is some
yet unidentified but powerful excitation from the sun that breaks these
atoms. They also indicate that the
sun is sending to the earth very short
ultraviolet rays, which possibly play
a part in producing the ionized layers
of our atmosphere and make longdistance radio possible. Dr. Polydore
Swings, Belgian astronomer now on
the staff of the Yerkes Observatory,
made known Edlen's research in
April. He describes it as "most certainly the most brilliant attack ever
made upon the problem of the line
spectrum of the solar corona."
The line spectrum of the corona has
been observed for about seventy years
at the times of total solar eclipses,
and, in recent years, with an instrument called the coronagraph. This
spectrum, produced by passing the
coronal light through a prism, or reflecting it from a grating ruled with

thousands of lines to the inch, shows
more than twenty lines, some quite
conspicuous. Most prominent is a
green line. There are also two red
ones, two in the infra-red and one in
the ultraviolet. The last three are not
visible, but can be photographed.
Many previous suggestions have been
made to explain them, but these have
been unsuccessful. Dr. Edlen proposes that they are so-called "forbidden" lines, that is, due to atomic
changes which cannot take place under ordinary circumstances. However,
such changes do occur in the great
gaseous nebulae in the sky. As a result of laboratory tests, he concludes
that the atoms in the corona are much
more highly ionized than has previously been considered. That is, more
of the electrons which revolve around
in them, like the planets in the solar
system, have been removed.
The
green line, he suggests, is caused by
iron atoms thirteen times ionized. By
some as yet unexplained excitation,
thirteen of the electrons are removed
from the iron atom. The next three
strongest lines, the two in the infrared and the one in the ultraviolet, he
ascribes to iron atoms from which
twelve electrons have been removed.
Weaker lines are caused by nine and
ten times ionized iron, while eleven
and twelve times ionized calcium and
eleven, twelve, fourteen and fifteen
times ionized nickel accounts for
others.
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